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Agile Training/Coaching/Consulting Case Study from our partner: SolutionsIQ: 

Agile Transformation of a Large IT Organization 

Service: The IT organization supporting a global retail auto parts corporations goes Agile. 

Deliverables: THIS CUSTOMER chose to partner with SolutionsIQ to deliver their next product release while also 

training and coaching their IT development in Agile processes, like Scrum and XP. SolutionsIQ 

delivered consulting services to THIS CUSTOMER executives, functional managers, and delivery team 

members. 

Coaching for the executives included: 

» Establishing a product strategy and an enterprise roadmap of key initiatives 

» Clarifying roles within the management team 

» Improving communication within the development and product management teams 

» Helping management to empower and support their new Scrum teams 

» Providing expertise in organizational change management 

» Aligning the Agile adoption initiative with the organizational development function 

Process coaching for the newly formed Scrum development teams included: 

» Training and supporting THIS CUSTOMER staff in their new roles as Product Owners, 

ScrumMasters and Scrum team members 

» Providing them with effective practices for backlog maintenance, release planning, tracking and 

reporting progress, escalating issues, and resolving intra-team dependencies and conflict 

Development coaching focused on a dozen development issues including: 

» Software configuration management 

» Architecture 

» Continuous Integration 

» Testing and refactoring legacy code 

1.  

Situation: In the three years leading up to contacting SolutionsIQ, THIS CUSTOMER was struggling to develop the 

new release of a key product. When the product was first released, it was the top in its class. Over 

time, however, the product aged considerably and the competition began to catch up, producing 

similar products that were newer and had new features. THIS CUSTOMER recognized that significant 

internal challenges and repeated failures to deliver proposed products was affecting their position in 
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the marketplace. The legacy system blocked the organization’s growth because of the number of its 

complex dependencies and the mounting technical debt in the code base. Consequently, there was 

significant pressure from leadership within the business to deliver new products on the proposed 

schedule. 

THIS CUSTOMER IT advocated internally for the introduction of Agile process and technical practices. 

To this end, they identified SolutionsIQ as the market leader of Agile transformations. THIS 

CUSTOMER leadership understood that adopting Agile would be a complex initiative requiring more 

than just training and new tools. However, they also knew that this was a good way to reach their 

preliminary goal of releasing a quality product on schedule. 

 

Results: THIS CUSTOMER experienced significant culture change that was both positive and long term. They 

developed very clear enterprise and product backlogs, and planned and updated releases with 

measurable objectives and timelines. Whenever they got off track, this information enabled them to 

realign their objectives with the product roadmap that they worked with SolutionsIQ to create. 

Through hands-on technical instruction, SolutionsIQ helped THIS CUSTOMER implement a more 

effective development process that ensured little room for error by making extensive use of code 

monitoring and quality assurance. By combining SolutionsIQ training and coaching with their own 

hard work and diligence, THIS CUSTOMER was able to leverage Agile practices to achieve their goal: a 

successful release of their key product on schedule. 
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